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About This Game

What would you do if you found a briefcase filled with money? In Riskers, garbage man Rick chooses to keep the money for
himself – and becomes the target of powerful (and dangerous!) mobsters in the process. Help Rick stay alive as he races, shoots,
fights – and even throws chairs! – in this top-down, open-world shooter. Want to keep breathing? Eliminate enemies efficiently
and steal cars to stay one step ahead of your pursuers. With the freedom to progress straight through the main story or complete
a variety of side missions, you can experience a life of crime in any way you see fit in Riskers. Think you have what it takes to

survive?

Experience an interactive open world, complete with a day and night cycle.

Explore highly-detailed interior levels.

Play a unique mix of game genres (top-down action, driving, and shooting).

Eliminate enemies with a selection of eight different weapons, or resort to chair-throwing.

Take a break from the main story and complete a variety of side missions.
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Immerse yourself in the story through comic book-style cutscenes.

Search for in-game collectibles!
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Title: Riskers
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing
Developer:
ShotX Studio
Publisher:
Meridian4
Release Date: 17 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 and above

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4600 or equivalent (1 GB VRAM)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 540 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: Mouse, Keyboard

English,French,German,Russian
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I have been a 4X lover since the old Space Empire games...

Your game Star Traders 4X Empires is a WONDERFUL game (though my wife may NOT agree)

FINALLY someone who "gets" it!

Thanks for all the (very fast) responses to questions on the forum!

I have played 4 games so far and LOVE IT!!!

I love that I can play it on the Computer (preferred method of play with a mouse) AND on my Kindle Fire when I am away
from my computer like on vacation!!! Going to Disney next week and plan to play several games while I am away!!!
. 4\/10!

Simple little game. It doesn't take long to get all the achievements.. Have been scared before in a game?

Try the Porsche 917\/30 Spyder, and trust me.. you will find the definition of scary.

11\/10 would set turbos at 100% and fly off the track at a million km\/h again.. UPDATE: Game was bundled in groupees
bundle on 14 May, a mere 9 days after release. I don't feel glad I supported this by buying it on initial release on steam. I feel
like I've been kicked in the teeth by Oryx.

------------------------------------------
I really want to mark this neutral- half way between recommend yes and recommend no.

First of all, this game apparently used to be free on the web at the official web site, but now it links to steam instead when you
click to play. The game is available here though:

http:\/\/jayisgames.com\/games\/famaze\/

...and playing it will give you the best idea of what it's like.

The good parts are that this is a charming, simple game with pixel art sprites, nice chiptune style music and a polished feel.

The bad parts are the complete lack of options which means you have to play in a window approximately the height of your
desktop (at least on my 1920x1080) and a third of the width. You can't redefine the keys, which is unforgivable. For the record
keys are cursor up left down right, 1 and 2 to use objects, m for map, space for pickup, q to quit and esc to cancel.

It's also a bit weird that Oryx are using their own sprite set which has been sold to a lot of developers, making their own game
look generic in the graphics department. It's also a bit disappointing that this, unlike the other games using the sprites, isn't a true
roguelike because you're not moving freely about on a 2d grid with monsters chasing you and so on. If anything this is a "1.5D"
roguelike game.. There's so much to comment on that I don't even know where to start. Let's see...

 The Game was clearly designed for tablets, with PCs only an afterthought. Changing the window size or attempting to
run in fullscreen mode requires a restart of the entire program, and tooltips are missing from most screens.

 No option for anti-aliasing. This makes the graphics look very choppy on all but the most zoomed in screens.

 The tutorial gives very little help in understanding how the game is actually played. Combat is not explained at all, and
no victory condition is given.
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 The tech tree has remarkably unimaginative names (Planetary Construction 1, 2, 3, etc., Starship Consruction 1, 2, 3,
etc) and no explanation what benefit any given advance will give. (benefits such as "Reactor 1, Reactor 2, etc do
technically exist, but similarly lack any significant indication of their role, and no further menu delving is possible to find
out)

 The "seige" mechanics are excruciatingly drawn out. It's impossible to even attempt to take an enemy's base until you have
the appropriate tech (a feat in itself due to the obtuse tech tree issues listed above), and then requires specialized units
incapable of performing any other tasks or combat maneuvers. And even once you do get the Invasion ships onto the field
and attacking enemy bases, they actually regrow faster than you can cause damage, even with multiple ships at once.

 Base growth is randomized, making any attempt at strategy in them useless.

 All claims in the game synopsis about "politics," "espionage," or "trade" are simply false. There is a very bare-bones menu
which seems to try to address this, but it takes dozens of turns to even reach a coin flip decision on whether a "trade
agreement" will even be made, and there is no way to know what they even do.

 Hidden game launch icon location. It may sound silly, but after relocating my Steam install folder, I was unable to reassign
an icon to this game, (or the other two RPG games from Trese Brothers for that matter) leaving blank eyesore shortcuts on
my desktop. No ther game in my Steam library had this issue.. I am very pleased with this romance visual novel.

The protagonist is a person of color. There are other people of color. There are queer characters \/ romance paths. And -
get this - there are polyamorous characters. HOLY F*CK! Thank you. Just thank you, Woodsy Studio for all the diversity in
your VN, and actually acknowledging polyamorous people exist and portraying them in positive light.

The story, outside of the romance paths, is quite good. The protagonist is not a princess or queen, but a regent. The game
features a mini-game of sorts that involves debating and winning debates affects certain aspects of the story. As regent, the
protagonist makes several important decisions about her nation's affairs. Some people have compared this VN to Long Live
the Queen, but I don't really see it like that. LLtQ had more to do with stats and very careful planning, whereas, Serafina's
Crown is not really like that. Making choices affects stats affiliated with certain gods in the game, but there's a lot more
leisure to say whatever the player actually wants to. Also, there's only one way to die, and that's breaking the oath the
protagonist can take during Roza's route.

I thought the art was just fine. I admit that it's a bit simplistic, but I don't think it's bad. I guess people are complaining about
it because it isn't anime-style and beautifully airbrushed. Just because someone can view the art as ugly doesn't mean it's
bad.

Minor complaints: There were some typos. I also saw one instance where a word was missing from a sentence.
I can see from the achievement icon that Belatrix, the former queen, was a POC, but it's weird that a portrait of her isn't
shown in the game at all. Her character spoken about quite often, but I felt it was odd to leave out what she looked like. I
know there's a VN that came before this one, but it's always nice when games can be played individually.

I can't get over how awesome this VN was and I definitely recommend it.. My favorite environment, not the most interesting
map design, but each course is solid. Pretty good music.. This is pretty much the best bungee-fishing platform-grappling-
hook puzzler game ever made. I know some will claim that isn't a genre, but... I beg to differ.
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Can you tell the difference between the Turkik and the Mediteranian Portrait pack?

I can't :7. Terrible control system. These are probably my favorite maps so far, lots of cool little details in most of the maps. The
day\/night options are a nice bonus.. If you're wondering about the mixed reviews - in short: big price and big promises have
really urked a lot of Warhammer fans
yet sadly I'm sure they will still be the first kids on the block for the 112 dollar Chaosbane just around the corner.

I've put in a little over twenty hours prior to the upcoming 2.0 patch and I'm really enjoying this game because I feel the
developers have heard my complaints about other 'Torchlight' games in the past and addressed those in Martyr

Firstly game pads work great out of the box - Arguments years back were that overhead action games like this could never be
played properly with a game pad but Marty demonstrates that they are even easier to control

Secondly there are loot boxes offering a sense of excitement that they may reveal something really good but the game doesn't
rely on just loot boxes; you find loot in chests, defeating opponents and purchasable from a merchant on your mothership

Finally, there is a lot of replay-ability here allowing many options for difficulty where high difficulty reaps bigger rewards, after
the first ten or so story missions you are also free to go anywhere choosing any missions you like and the online dependency is
put to good use by offering time-limited, randomly-generated, missions. ( similar to the online mission system in Injustice 2)

If you want an action shooter in the likes of Diablo with near endless replay-ability, a difficulty which you can finely tune
(offering better reward for higher risk) and a meaty progression system then Martyr ticks all the boxes

Personally, my only complaint is the price.. GAME IS UNPLAYABLE. I just tried this game again today wondering if things'd
go any better. Nope. Still impossible to map the controls to anything. Once I start a game I have to alt-F4 out because of the lack
of a menu button. Unfinished rubbish.
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